Hughes Sabre Red Quick Reference
New Booking
1-3 | To Make a New booking:

1

Click on
“New Booking”

Enter transfer routing information,
transfer date, pick up time and
passenger numbers
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2

Select the applicable
Vehicle Type

4

4 | Complete Passenger Details:
To ensure passengers receive an email confirmation and GPS tracking of
their vehicle, include the passenger’s email and mobile number.
Add any booking references that are applicable to for your own agency’s
reporting purposes such as Purchase Orders, Reference Numbers or Cost
Centres.
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5 | Complete Any Additional Information as Applicable.
To receive the booking confirmation as the booking agent,
add your email to the “Email to Other” field.

6

6 | Review Booking Summary:
Select form of payment as either “Pay with CC” or “Pay with Invoice”
as per your account set up.
If you select “Pay With Invoice”, the next screen will be your booking
confirmation.
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7 | Return to Booking and Close App:
A passive segment will now be added to your PNR. Queue your
PNR to your mid office system if applicable.
A direct email confirmation will be sent to the email addresses
added to the booking.

Manage Booking
1 | To Manage an Existing Booking:

1

Click on “Manage Booking”.
Please note, that all booking modifications must be actioned
in the Sabre Red app. Modifying the passive segment in the
PNR does not modify the booking and cancellation charges
may still be applicable.
Summary of the booking details will appear with options to
manage your booking.

To edit the booking, select “Edit Booking” and follow the prompts
To cancel the booking, select “Cancel Booking” and confirm the cancellation policy to “Proceed to Cancel”.
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2 | You will receive confirmation once the cancellation request is
received, and a cancellation email will also be sent to the email
addresses in the booking.

Return home and exit App. Queue PNR to mid office system to
update if applicable.
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3 | If you require any further assistance or information on your log
in details, please contact your Hughes account manager.
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